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Roger and Nhung Garringer are the owners and founders of Bigfoot Imports, LLC. Nhung 

has extensive knowledge of operations, shipping and problem solving through her years of 

experience in trading companies in Vietnam. Roger was the Director of Overseas Operations, 

for a large manufacturing company in the USA. Just in Roger’s first two years as the Director 

of Overseas Operations sales went up 23%, as he sourced all the product for the company. 

While serving an abundance of USA retailers and catalogers with product, he traveled 

more than half of the year in Asia, visiting factories and finding new products for retail.              

Roger and Nhung have worked with almost every type of furniture product and hundreds of 

factories all over Asia.

Who is Bigfoot Imports?

Our Goal
Our goal was to offer a different approach to sourcing than what we had experienced in 

the past and thus formed Bigfoot Imports, LLC in 2008. We offer a broad search base 

with employees in China, Vietnam, Malaysia, Hong Kong and Taiwan.  We have collectively 

been importing and sourcing from Asia for over 25 years. With our vast experience in sales, 

marketing, and sourcing, we can offer a variety of products and services all at an incredible 

value to our customers. We feel that there is still a growing need for better communication 

between the sourcing agents and the customers. We are online day and night to make sure 

that our communication is current and reliable, so that you can track products, samples and 

shipments in real-time. Since we employ staff in many different countries, we are able to offer 

a variety of different products from the areas that offer the best pricing and quality.

Taking the “myth” out of Global Sourcing
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guestrelations@bigfootimports.com

www.bigfootimports.com

765.497.3668

We strive to offer the best customer service in our industry. We walk you through the whole 

process, starting from sourcing your product, refining it, getting initial quotes, shipping you 

samples, through the whole shipping process and sell through to your customers. High End-

Low End, we will offer the best quality for whatever level of customer base that you are selling.

Due to our low overhead and management style, we can offer very competitive prices on 

almost any type of product you are searching. Our flexibility sets us apart from many other 

sourcing agents and manufacturers. We can modify a product in almost any way that you 

need to fit your specific needs and then back it up with the speedy communication that is 

clear and precise.

Bigfoot Imports is not tied down to specific office hours, so you may reach us via email, phone 

or live chat on Skype. Keep informed about new products, ideas and travel fun via our blog, 

Twitter, Facebook, Pinterest and Google+.  

We appreciate you letting us give you a tour of our business. We are very excited with the 

opportunity to work directly with your company and staff. We feel that we will be a great fit with 

you and your customer’s needs.

Why switch to Bigfoot Imports?

Taking the “myth” out of Global Sourcing

Livin' the Life!
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Bigfoot Imports offers whatever type of parasol 
that your customers require. 
You can choose from from:

Call Us 765.497.3668

*Classic Market
*Crank & Tilt
*Offset
*Beach
*Commercial 
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Constructed with a wood (of your 
choice) frame, two pulley system 
with ot without brass connectors.

Sturdy steel frame with two position 
tilt and easy crank handle.

Round or square cover with a 
straight or rounded base pole and 
easy crank handle.

Classic Market

Crank & Tilt

Offset

www.bigfootimports.com

Top three Parasol Options for 
Outdoor & Patio
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Stripe or solid? This is your choice! Just give us the 
pantone color or pattern and we will customize the color/

style to your preference.
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www.bigfootimports.com

Frame color samples

Umbrella color/stripe options

guestrelations@bigfootimports.com
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Our beach umbrellas can be purchased 
in solid stripe or tiki/grass in a very light 
inexpensive fabric to an upper level 
commercial style. 

Umbrella color/stripe/texture options

Call Us 765.497.3668
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Offset umbrellas come in all types of sizes, bends, colors, and 
quality levels.  Let your Bigfoot Imports representative know the 
specific kind that you would like and we’ll take care of the rest 

www.bigfootimports.com
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We offer a wide variety of Commercial and 
Resort Products. Just ask your Bigfoot Imports 

Representative for other great options!

Call Us 765.497.3668
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guestrelations@bigfootimports.com
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Wood table and chairs, cushions, 
and placemats, all in one set.

Call Us 765.497.3668
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IP-RIO6IP-RIO4 IP-FEZ

 M-TAZA M-KENITRA M-TANGIER

M-TARFAYA M-SETTAT M-SAFI

The RIO Series gives 
you a pullout handle 
for easy carrying.

www.bigfootimports.com
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Patio-in-a-Box™, is a unique selling item from Bigfoot Imports. 
Many customers have given us the feedback that they need 
help picking out a complete set for their patio or deck. We 
have taken the guess work out of the process and offer a 
complete patio set in one purchase. This complete set 
includes (wood or steel) table and four chairs, four 
placemats, and four seat cushions. ALL IN ONE BOX

(We can also offer an umbrella and/or umbrella                 
base that will match their patio set).

Call Us 765.497.3668
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PIB-FREEMAN PIB-SHAFER PIB-WEBSTER

PIB-PLEKO PIB-PLEKO2 PIB-SILVER

PIB-SYRAC

Call now for details
765-497-3668

guestrelations@bigfootimports.com
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Boulder Wood Adirondack Collection

BL-FADIRR BL-ADIRN BL-BISTER BL-ADIRBHB

BL-ADIRRKKM BL-ADIRRKG BL-ADSRKW BL-ADTETW

BL-ADIRSWGN BL-MAITAI BL-STANCHW BL-STANDCH

Call Us 765.497.3668
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BD-LIFEBLKBD-SIDESP BD-ADCHSP BD-BARLEM

BD-ADCAFE BD-ADDINE BD-ADTET

BD-SIDERED BD-ADIRRED BD-SIDETANG BD-ADIRTANG BD-SIDELM BD-ADIRLM

Bondi Beach Collection

www.bigfootimports.com
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EP-TETE EPDBLROC

EP-SNCHR EP-SROCK EP-SWING EP-FANSWIN

EP-DFANRK EP-GLIDER1

EP-SNRCK EP-SIDE

Call Us 765.497.3668
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We are now offering any of our 
wood items in a two color design. 
You pick the colors, we’ll take care 

of the rest.

Two Tone!

WB-CAMB WB-MONROE WB-SEDALIA WB-WAGON

S-EASTBAY S-MIAMI S-WAVE S-RIPPLE

guestrelations@bigfootimports.com

WB-SKYLINEBW

NEW 

WB-CAMB
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Park Bench

PB-BEDFORD PB-APLEBY PB-ALBANY PB-CIRCL

PB-BARSTOW PB-AMARILO PB-EDGEWD PB-ADDISON

Call Us 765.497.3668
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KZ-ADIRO KZ-ROCKP KZ-PICTBLG

KZ-TETE KZ-PICSET KZ-ADIRRKR

www.bigfootimports.com
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BH-QUADBAN BH-QUAD1B BH-QUAD2B BH-QUAD4R BH-USAFLD1

BH-FOLDCHS BH-RETCHS BH-CHAIR2 BH-STCHR BH-CHAIR1 BH-CHAIR4

BH-STLRETB BH-STLSTAN BH-STLHAN BH-RETRCOT

BH-QUAD3 BH-BCH7B

                BH-BCH5R

Recreation, Camping and Beach chairs can be found at every 
store from sporting good, grocery, convenience, pharmacy, home 
improvement and patio shop. Bigfoot Imports offers one of the most 
competitive prices & variety in the market.

BH-FLDCOTNBH-QUADCANB

Call Us 765.497.3668

BH-MEXFLD1
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BH-STLCAMO BH-QUADCAM2

BH-COTCAN BH-COTCANN BH-ROLLTBR BH-ROLLTBS

www.bigfootimports.com

  N e w Ca mo L i n e 

BH-QUADCAMBH-CAMMOON

UMB-CAMOS

UMB-CAMOW
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ZG-STANDT

ZG-CAMOPK ZG-CAMOGR ZG-STANDG ZG-CAMOBR

ZG-INDY5 ZG-STANDCAB ZG-OVERSIZB ZG-STANOR

These popular recliners are 
provided in single width as 

well as extra wide styles. 
Options available are a 

canopy, drink holder, padded 
pillow, solid color or camo.

Call Us 765.497.3668
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SB-FEZW SB-STEAM

SB-MIAMI SB-ORLANDO SB-DAYTONA

guestrelations@bigfootimports.com
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We are now offering any of our wood items in a two color 
design. You pick the color, we’ll take care of the rest.

HDC-RITCHRB WG-SANTACRZ W G-RETRO

WG-TTGLIDE WG-TRADG WG-SANTAMON

Two Tone

Call Us 765.497.3668
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www.bigfootimports.com

We offer a full line of Ceramic, Light 
Weight, Indoor, Weave, Stone-

ware, Self Watering Planter Sys-
tems and Outdoor Living planter 
designs. Please see our full cat-
alog, over 400 pages, for all the 
styles, colors and textures avail-
able or download the PDF file at                                      

www.bigfootimports.com
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CeramicGlazed

CeramicStoneware LightweightZinc

LightweightWeaving

MEDITERRANEA

ATLANTIC LIGHT

IRONSTONE

VERANDA

ZINC-COLORS

ZINC-BASIC

ZINC-WEAVING
VOLCANIA

Call Us 765.497.3668
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LightweightFiberstone

FS-FORESTA

FS-FLASHTERRALIGHT

FS-SANDY

FS-TERRALIGHT

FS-TEXTURE

FS-CAMPANIA LIGHT

guestrelations@bigfootimports.com
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LC-ANTIQUE LC-COMPANIA LC-COLORS

LC-FOAMSTONE LC-MOSAIC LC-ROOTS

LC-SANDY LC-TEXTURE LC-URBAN

LC-WEAVING

LightweightLight Cement

www.bigfootimports.com
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Call Us 765.497.3668

TC-GRAFFIATO

TC-FOSCA

TC-NINTEENS

TC-WEAVING

TC-TRADITION

TC-UNITEDCOLORS

TC-ANTIQUE

TC-PATIO

TC-TERRANOVA

Ceramic-Terracotta
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guestrelations@bigfootimports.com

WKR-SANTAM

WKR-BELLO

WKR-CALI

WKR-MEDIL

WKR-PALMIRA

WKR-TUNJA
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Call Us 765.497.3668

WKR-COFFEEWKR-ANDES

WKR-CHIA WKR-CARTA

WKR-FLORWKR-ARACA
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WKR-HAVANAWKR-CAFE

WKR-LUCIA WKR-PALMRKS

WKR-PALMAB

WKR-CHRM WKR-CHRE WKR-PALMRK

www.bigfootimports.com

WKR-PALMCH

WKR-FLOR
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BC-HALIFAX BC-HUDSONBC-JAMES BC-GLIDE

BC-BETHEL BC-BISCO BC-BOLIVIA

BC-ROCKI BC-BARR BC-ROLCHS

BC-RECT BC-SQUARE BC-ROUND

Call Us 765.497.3668
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New Additions to the Caravelle Collection include 
NYC, Boston and Chicago. The color options are 
white, mocha, black and natural. If you require an 
alternate or two tone color let us know!

guestrelations@bigfootimports.com
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V-NYC

V-BOSTON

V-CHICAGO

V-MARTINI

V-COLLINS

V-COSMO

Call Us 765.497.3668
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GZ-CLASSG GZ-CLASSR GZ-CLASST

GZ-PARTYW GZ-PARTYB GZ-CLASSW

GZ-EGYPT2TGZ-QUICKG GZ-QUICKB

GZ-EGYPTW

www.bigfootimports.com
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Call Us 765.497.3668
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Communication
We feel that there is still a growing need for better communication between the 
sourcing agents and the customers. We are online day and night to make sure that 
our communication is current and reliable so that you can track products, samples and 
shipments.

Variety
Since we have employees in many different countries we are able to provide many 
different products from the areas that offer the best pricing and quality.

How can Bigfoot Imports help me?

Customer Service
We strive in bringing great customer service from when we are sourcing your product, 
to getting initial quotes, to bringing in your samples, all through the shipping process 
and after the order as well.

Low Prices
Due to our low overhead and management style, we can offer very competitive prices 
on almost any type of product you are searching for.

Flexibility
Our flexibility sets us apart from many other sourcing agents and manufacturers. We 
can modify a product in any way that you need to fit your specific needs and then 
back it up with speedy communication that is clear and precise.  We also are not tied 
down to specific office hours so you may reach us via email, phone or even live chat 
off of our website.

Why should I use Bigfoot Imports?

Experience
We employ some of the best quality control teams in Asia, that have collectively been 
sourcing and testing top quality products for over 15 years. 

Language
Our people are native to the country we are buying from, so they speak the language 
and can clarify every detail. Using the native language also offers the best in 
negotiating your best price everytime. Call 765-497-3668 now for more information!

Why should you trust our Quality Control?

www.bigfootimports.com
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Do you have a new idea or some new design of your existing products?Are you are looking 
for a way to differentiate your offerings from those of the competition?  Have you have found 
something in the retail market? Let us know what you found, we will offer you the perfect 
product which you are looking for.

Process:

1. Tell us about your project! The more information you share with us, the more we can 
 understand about your project.
2. We will send you a pre-production picture of your sample for your review. If the initial 
 sample picture meets your expectations then we will move to the next step is shipping 
 the actual sample to you for your final approval.
3. After you are completely satisfied with your sample products, we sign the contract for 
 production with signed agreements from the factory.
4. The factory will produce your product while our Quality Control experts watch over the 
 whole production process. Bigfoot Imports arranges all the shipping details for you and 
 tracks the shipment for you while keeping you informed through the whole process.

guestrelations@bigfootimports.com
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bigfootimports.com
765-497-3668                       

guestrelations@bigfootimports.com


